Abstract -This paper introduces the concept of kl-feasible cuts, by controlling both the number k of inputs and the number l of outputs in a circuit cut. To provide scalability, the concept of factor cuts is extended to kl-cuts. Algorithms for computing this kind of cuts, including kl-cuts with unbounded k, are presented and results are shown. As a practical application, a covering algorithm using these cuts is presented.
INTRODUCTION
Recent advances on logic synthesis are based on And-Inverter-Graphs -AIGs, for scalability reasons [1, 2] . Part of these advances is based on the concept of k-feasible cuts [3, 4] , including algorithms for re-synthesis based on AIG rewriting [5] . Scalability is obtained by keeping the value of k small so that logic functions can be manipulated as vectors of integers. For instance, in [6] scalability is achieved by using functions of 16 or less inputs represented as binary truth-tables.
Algorithms for efficient cut computation are well known for single output cuts. Particularly, algorithms for exhaustive computation of k-feasible cuts were introduced by Cong [3] and Pan [4] . Chatterjee [7] introduced the concept of factor cuts, where exhaustive enumeration is avoided by making a separation between dag nodes and tree nodes in the AIG. The computation of factor cuts enables to work with cuts up to 16-inputs, which is not possible with the previous algorithms of exhaustive enumeration [3, 4] . All these algorithms for cut enumeration are only able to take the number k of inputs into account, not contemplating the benefits of multiple output reasoning. For example, in technology mapping using k-feasible cuts, logic duplication may occur during the step of covering, which is likely a problem on a design flow.
In this paper, we introduce the idea of controlling the number of outputs l in k-feasible cuts. Applications of kl-cuts may include peephole optimization [8] , regularity extraction [9] and technology mapping. The use of kl-feasible cuts in peephole optimization is justified as an arbitrary portion of the circuit, potentially having multiple outputs, can be exchanged by another one by taking into account all signals which it affects at once. Its use in regularity extraction can be justified as many regular (logic) patterns are composed of multiple output circuits. This is especially true for arithmetic circuits, e.g. full adder and half adder library cells.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents a state-of-the-art review. Section III discusses the concept of backcuts and l-feasible backcuts. Section IV shows the kl-cuts definition, and algorithms to enumerate kl-cuts on an AIG. Section V presents the results of the implemented algorithm. Section VI discusses some possible applications for the proposed kl-cuts, and Section VII concludes the paper.
II. BACKGROUND
This section provides a review of the state-of-the-art concerning AIG, k-feasible cuts [3, 4] and factor cuts [7] .
A. AIG
And-Inverter-Graph (AIG), , is a specific type of Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG), where each node has either 0 incoming edges -primary inputs (PI) -or 2 incoming edges -AND nodes. Each edge can be complemented or not. Some nodes are marked as primary outputs (PO).
B. K-Feasible Cuts
A cut of a node n is a set of nodes c such that every path between a PI and n contains a node in c. A cut of n is irredundant if no subset of it is a cut. A k-feasible cut is an irredundant cut containing k or fewer nodes.
Let A and B to be two sets of cuts. Let the auxiliary operation to be: A | , , | | Let Φ to be the set of k-feasible cuts of , and if n is an AND node, let n 1 and n 2 to be its inputs. Then, Φ is defined recursively as follows:
The operation can also easily remove the redundant cuts, by comparing the cuts with one another, or by making use of signatures [10] .
C. Dag Nodes and Tree Nodes
A dag node is defined as a node with more than one node connected to its output. The nodes that are not dag ones are tree nodes. The set of all dag nodes in is represented by , and the set of tree nodes by .
A sub-graph of , , induced by the nodes in is a forest of trees. The root node of a tree in is either an input of a dag node or a PO. Consider a sub-graph induced by a dag node n and the trees in that are inputs to it. is a factor tree. In addition, when the root node of a tree in is a PO, the tree itself is also a factor tree. This way, each node n in is contained by a single factor tree. In Fig. 1 , the dag nodes are shaded, and its factor trees are delimited.
A leaf of a factor tree that is not a PI has dag nodes as its inputs. A factor tree along with the dag nodes that are inputs of its leaves is called a factor leaf-DAG. In Fig. 1 , the factor leaf-DAG for the node x is its factor tree in conjunction with the nodes a and b.
D. Factor Cuts
Factor cuts are a collection of k-feasible cuts, grouped in two categories, local cuts and global cuts. The definition of these groups can vary according to the factorization scheme, and are detailed in [7] . However, the idea is to construct these two sets of cuts, and then expand them to generate a (possibly complete) set of k-factor cuts. The expansion process is explained as follows.
Let c to be a global cut of a node n, and let c i to be a local cut of a node i belonging to c. If e is a cut defined as , and e is k-feasible, than e is a 1-step expansion of n. The set of cuts obtained by expansion of the cut c is defined as 1-step(c).
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In Fig. 1 , expanding the node a in the cut {a, b, z} by its local cut {p, q}, we get the cut {p, q, b, z}, which is a 1-step expansion of {a, b, z}.
Factor cuts allow algorithms that were conceived to use k-feasible cuts to work without the need of enumerating all cuts of every node. This calculation can be made on-the-fly as the data are needed.
III. L-FEASIBLE BACKCUTS
The algorithms for computing cuts work from inputs to outputs. Computing kl-feasible cuts involves computing backward cuts -or backcuts -from outputs to inputs. The proposed backcuts are quite similar to cuts. However, instead of representing a set of nodes that can generate n, they represent a set of nodes that are influenced by n. Figure 1 . AIG illustrating cut factorization [7] . Nodes p, q, b, c and d are primary inputs. Node x is a primary output.
A backcut of a node n is a set of nodes c such that every path between n and a PO contains a node in c. A backcut is irredundant if no subset of it is a backcut. An l-feasible backcut is an irredundant backcut containing l or lesser nodes.
For convenience, let us define another operator, the operation . This attribution can be made since the operation is commutative.
Let Φ to be the set of l-feasible backcuts of n, and let n i to be the i-th node connected to its output. We define Φ as:
As an example, in Fig. 2 , Φ , , , , .
A. Factor Backcuts
As it can be done when dealing with cuts, backcuts can be factored into two groups: global and local backcuts. A factorization very close to the partial cuts factorization scheme is proposed for backcuts, and similarly to the precursor scheme, the proposed algorithm cannot generate every l-feasible backcut by 1-step expansion. The definition is shown as follows.
Let Φ to be an auxiliary function:
Let Φ define the set of local backcuts of the node n:
For example, in Fig. 2 , Φ , , , , .
And let Φ denote the set of global backcuts of the node n:
In Fig. 2 , Φ , , , s, . This definition allows the local backcuts nodes belonging to its factor leaf-DAG, an backcuts to transgress the factor leaf-DAG b the reconstruction of many of the l-feasible ba expansion. The expansion of backcuts works as for cuts. The global backcuts have their no the local backcuts.
As an example of 1-step expansion, cons {p, s} in Fig. 2 . Expanding the node p by {r, s}, we get to the backcut {r, s}. Thus, { expansion of {p, s}.
IV. KL-FEASIBLE CUTS
Cuts are an efficient way of representing a regarding one signal generation. However, w multiple output regions multiple cuts would be A kl-cut defines a sub-graph of wh than k inputs and no more than l outputs. It two sets of nodes { , }: being the inpu outputs set. If a node n belongs to a path betw , and , then n is contained in nodes in are contained in . However, any node of .
A kl-cut is said to be complete when a conditions are met: 
A. KL-Cuts Generation Algorithm
The objective of this algorithm is to find shared nodes on the generation of more than on nodes that belong to k-feasible cuts of more tha input groups p i , and each one define not every resulting kl-cut is comple not assured. So, the function on line set in order to make the kl-cut com kl-cut. If a node n kl belonging to does not belong to , then n kl mu have no more than l nodes, is implementation the check_and_fix kl-cuts that are not connected.
For instance, in Fig. 4 (a) , star generated by the node s, the cuts {a from v are combined, generating th s, g, h}, {u, v}}. The last step adds t resulting on the complete kl-cut { containing the nodes u, v, r and t.
To reduce the number of calcu only global cuts and global backc generate fewer and larger kl-cuts. H circuit may get compromised. To additional round of kl-cuts generatio using only local cuts and backcu previously uncovered portion of the As an example, let us consider t the kl-cuts, with k = 5 and l = 3 computed based only on global cuts covering for the circuit is shown composed by the kl-cuts {{a, b, s, g e, f}, {s}}. On the other hand, the c using only 3-2-cuts generated by Under these conditions, only the n covered. To complete the covering must be used, and a possible coverin the AIG shown in Fig. 4 . If 3 (or simply 5-3-cuts), are s and backcuts one possible n in Fig. 4 (a) , which is g, h}, {r, u, v}} and {{c, d, circuit cannot be covered by global cuts and backcuts. nodes r, t, u and v can be g, local cuts and backcuts ng is shown in Fig. 4 (b 
for (each lcut in lcuts) { 4. inputs = {} 5.
for (each node in lcut) 6.
add_node(node, aig, inputs) 7.
klcuts.add(create_klcut(inputs, lcut)) 8. } 9.
return klcuts 10. } 11. add_node(node, aig, inputs) { 12.
if (lcuts_ok(node) || node is PI) { 13.
add_node(input1, aig, inputs) 14.
add_node(input2, aig, inputs) 15.
} else 16.
inputs.add(node) 17. } Figure 5 . Pseudo-code for unbounded kl-cuts calculation.
B. Unbounded KL-Cuts
Another use for the l-feasible backcuts is the construction of unbounded kl-cuts, that are very similar to regular kl-cuts, although they have no restriction on k, i.e. the number of inputs. Fig. 5 shows the pseudo-code for the algorithm. First of all, the l-feasible backcuts are calculated. Each backcut is the outputs set of a kl-cut, so the inputs set needs to be found. The graph is recursively run in depth first order (function add_node). Each node that either is a PI, or does not have a backcut composed exclusively by nodes on the outputs set (function lcuts_ok), is added to the inputs group.
Notice that by applying this algorithm, any l-feasible backcut in the AIG leads to exactly one unbounded kl-cut, and this computation is performed in linear time with respect to the number of nodes. See also that the value of k is self adjusted by the topology and convergence of the graph.
Instead of computing all backcuts, it is possible to use only global backcuts, speeding up the process while not compromising the circuit covering. Moreover, when using only global backcuts for calculating unbounded kl-cuts, the generated sub-graphs have factor trees as its elementary blocks. In other words, these kl-cuts are constituted by one or more complete factor trees.
It is of particular interest the unbounded kl-cuts with l = 1, and based on global backcuts. In this case the sub-graph may contain more than one factor trees that are reconvergent to the sole output that it presents. For instance, in Fig. 6 , the unbounded kl-cut for the global backcut {t} is {{a, b, c, d}, {t}}. Observe the incorporation of 3 factor trees on this kl-cut. Moreover, there is only one possible covering of a circuit by kl-cuts of this specific type, and its computation is done in linear time with respect to the number of nodes of the AIG. This performs a full clusterization of the circuit.
An unbounded kl-cut with more than one output will have all nodes contained on the unbounded kl-cuts for each single output along with the nodes that are not used for other outputs. For instance, in Fig. 2 , the backcut {r} leads to the unbounded kl-cut {{a, p}, {r}}, the backcut {s} to {{p, c, d}, {s}}, and the backcut {r, s} to {{a, b, c, d}, {r, s}}.
Observe that on this process no k-feasible cuts need to be calculated. Also, the use of global backcuts instead of all backcuts does not compromise the covering of the whole AIG into kl-cuts.
V. RESULTS
The algorithm was implemented in Java language and all results were obtained by execution on a 2.4GHz Intel Pentium IV with 1GB of RAM. The implemented program reads BAF files as inputs, which were generated from EQN files using the ABC tool [11] , after running the 'dc2 -l' command twice. Table I shows a brief comparison between complete l-feasible backcuts enumeration and factor backcuts enumeration. For l = 2, the factor backcuts represent 89% the number of backcuts, and the run-time was 66% of the total. For l = 4, the factor backcuts were 48% of the total, calculated in 71% of the time. Notice that for the circuit C3540 the time taken to compute the backcuts was particularly larger than the others. This is due to the fact that some nodes have a huge number of backcuts. The utilization of a limit factor of backcuts per node would significantly reduce this time in despite of the quality of results. Table II shows the results for constructing kl-cuts from all cuts and backcuts enumeration, and from global factor cuts and backcuts enumeration. For 4-2-cuts, factored enumeration produced 12% of the number of kl-cuts generated from full enumeration, in 14% of the run-time. For 6-4-cuts, the number of kl-cuts produced by factored enumeration was about 8% of total enumeration, with 9% of the run-time. It is also noticeable that kl-cuts generated by factored enumeration have more nodes on average than kl-cuts produced by complete enumeration, which is shown on the columns labeled Size.
A comparison between the circuit covering by factor trees and by unbounded kl-cuts is established on Table III . The column labeled Total shows the number of sub-graphs necessary to perform the covering, the column Size shows the average number of nodes per sub-graph, and the column Mean k shows the average number of inputs of the sub-graphs. Notice that the increase in the number of nodes (2.97 to 4.32) is proportionally larger than the increase in the number of inputs (3.15 to 3.87). This indicates that the unbounded kl-cuts are indeed reconvergent graphs and not single trees.
Finally, Table IV compares all calculated unbounded kl-cuts. For l = 1 the cuts have on average less than 4 inputs and 4 internal nodes, and for l = 4 more than 14 inputs with nearly 30 nodes. But the generation of these cuts is much faster than generating kl-cuts by combining k-feasible cuts: the average time for computing unbounded kl-cuts for l = 1 was 0.1 seconds and for l = 4 was 1.17 seconds.
VI. APPLICATIONS

A. Technology Mapping
Most of standard cell libraries have multiple output cells, e.g. full adders. Similarly, library free technology mappers could use multiple output cells to significantly reduce area of a circuit. Moreover, current FPGAs have multiple output LUTs [12, 13] .
A simple algorithm to perform a full covering of a circuit by kl-cuts was elaborated. This algorithm has no intention of achieving the state-of-the-art on mapping, but to confirm the potential of using kl-cuts on technology mapping. The greedy algorithm searches for local maxima. The covering is performed from the inputs to the outputs. At each iteration the largest possible kl-cut is chosen, and all kl-cuts with overlapping nodes are eliminated from the solution space. These iterations are repeated until the circuit is fully covered. Two effort levels are defined. Using high effort level, all Table V shows some results regarding covering with 5-2-cuts. These constraint values were chosen based on the current FPGAs capabilities [12, 13] .
Columns named KL-Cuts show the number of cuts for the resulting covering. Columns % MOC are the percentage of cuts that have multiple outputs. Two single output cuts can be implemented by a single multiple output LUT, as long as the sum of the number of inputs of these cuts is no larger than the LUT number of inputs. For that reason the columns labeled LUTs, which show the number of LUTs necessary to implement the covering, present a lower value than the columns KL-Cuts. The columns % MOL represents the percentage of used LUTs that uses both outputs. Finally, the ABC column shows the number of LUTs used by mapping the circuit running the 'st; dch; if -C 12; mfs -W 4 -M 5000' commands [14] on ABC four times, and picking the best result, with a library containing LUTs with up to 5 inputs, subtracting the constants, buffers and inverters.
The algorithm finds a good fraction of kl-cuts which are naturally multiple output, and most of the single output kl-cuts found have few inputs, which allows its combination leading to a high utilization of multiple output LUTs (more than 85% for high effort), resulting on fewer LUTs (30% reduction comparing to ABC mapping).
B. Other Applications
Regularity extraction is important for improving the yield of fabrication [9] . Maintaining a hash table of kl-cuts structure and/or functions could help on an implementation of an algorithm to perform regularity extraction on a circuit.
Another application for kl-cuts is to perform peephole optimizations. By defining a sub-graph on an AIG, one can replace it by any other sub-graph that implements the same outputs, but minimizing a given cost function.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The concept of kl-feasible cuts was introduced, which allows controlling both the number k of inputs and the number l of outputs in the computation of circuit cuts. Algorithms for computing kl-feasible cuts were presented and results have shown the usefulness of the method. The concept of factor cuts was also extended to kl-cuts. A novel algorithm for computing kl-feasible cuts with unbounded k was presented. This has shown the viability of computing kl-cuts with large k. Results about the implemented covering are encouraging, even though it is a proof of concept algorithm. Further work is necessary in the use of kl-feasible cuts in peephole optimization, AIG rewriting, regularity extraction, and the elaboration of an enhanced technology mapping algorithm.
